WORKSHOP AND B2B MEETING
AMMAN, 6th December 2016

at Grand Millennium Hotel

COGEMAT S.R.L.

Sectors of interest during the workshop in Amman are :
 HALAL SLAUGHTERING EQUIPMENT
 slaughtering systems, engineering and construction

Website site: www.cogemat.it
COMPANY PROFILE
Cogemat was founded in 1988, also thanks to Gioacchino Arena’s experience matured
exclusively in the specific field of the design and installation of slaughter plants (in fact,
the company celebrated 40 years of activity in 2012).

Being one of the most important European companies in this sector, Cogemat has always paid
particular attention to the application of the EC laws and directives regarding slaughtering lines
and meat processing, not only earning the reputation of being “the number one” among all Italian
producers, but also, at the end of the 90’s, becoming the leader in this field, thanks to the quantity
of invoiced plants and importance of the worldwide installed slaughtering systems.

In addition to the installations connected to slaughterhouses, such as hot water and steam
generators, refrigerating plants, air compressed plants etc., Cogemat designs and installs
deboning lines, meat processing lines, and other type of equipment or plant required in the “meat”
field.
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EL.PA sas di Miari Daniela & C.

Sectors of interest during the workshop in Amman are :
 livestock - breeding
Partnership: production and selling of electric fences for animals and zootechnical
items

Website: www.elpaitalia.it
COMPANY PROFILE
EL.PA. brings forty years of experience, built on continuous and intense activity in the
field to the market of zootechnical supplies. Thanks to this, we can give our customers two
things that are fundamental for good results in this field:


first of all, we supply devices of exceptional quality, developed through continual research of
innovative products as required by the most modern breeding techniques, as pertains to the
product range we distribute. As for the products which we directly manufacture, great attention
goes into the choice of new electrical and electronic components so as to improve the reliability of
our fence energizers, electric cattle prods, and Wood lamps for veterinary applications;



and furthermore, we have built a competence over 40 years which allows us to find the best
solution for any need and advise more efficient solutions.
Products:
Electric fences, Pigs equipment, Horses equipment, Sheep equipment, Cattle equipment, General items
& Electric fences against boars
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Siciliani S.p.A. Industria Lavorazione Carne

Sectors of interest during the workshop in Amman are:
 Rearing and slaughtering of meat
Create international agreements for the marketing and processing of the meat with
local distributors
Website site: www.sicilianispa.it
COMPANY PROFILE
Siciliani Spa has been the leader in the meat industry for over 50 years. By following strict
production regulations and establishing their own supply chain of veal and beef, they offer a
unique and high quality product. The plant covers an area of over 20.000 square meters, and was
built using the industry's most modern technologies. The slaughterhouse of about 8.000 square
meters, is one of few to be fitted out with three different slaughter lines.
The capability of the staff, the speed of execution of sub-sectioning and the automation of the
packaging and labelling processes, are essential in preparing to sell carcass halves and cuts of
the highest quality. Over 1000 square meters for the production of freshly ground meat, burgers,
skewered meats and sausages. Finally, a modern system of freezing for burgers and processed
meats, also places Siciliani spa in the frozen meat sector.
Always attentive to the needs of different markets, the plant is even equipped to perform ritual
slaughter. A meticulous logistical organisation ensures an efficient distribution service both in Italy
and abroad.
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V MANGIMI S.R.L.

Sectors of interest during the workshop in Amman are :


Commissioning production of livestock feeds
animal feed vegetable for cows pigs chickens horses rabbits ecc
production of livestock feeds
Joint Venture with local partners - Commercial Agents

Website site: www.ventricellimangimi.it
COMPANY PROFILE
The company was founded in 1968 passion for the trade of cereals and feed production ,stronger
than twenty years experience in 1991 with the production company Ventricelli Feed own by the
company Ventricelli Feed, by offering its own brand of a wide range of feeds based in Altamura,
currently administered and managed by the brothers Divietro Michael and Vito, poses on the
animal feed market. Core Business of its activity is the production of feed for all species of
livestock sector.
The target market consists of:
Breeders of cows and buffalo milk
Breeders hens
Rabbit farmers
Veal farmers
Chicken farmers
Pig farmers, horses and sheep.
The production process adopted is fully automated and the technology is at the forefront in the
food industry. Normative References
The company Ventricelli Feed has designed and built the Quality Management System (SGQ) to
meet the needs and expectations of the customer and the goals and interests of the same
company.
The SGQ was developed in line with the objectives that the company has set itself and with the
requirements of the standard.

